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Overview
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› MIDDEN aims to support public decisions on industry decarbonization

› MIDDEN covers all Dutch ETS industry plus waste incineration

› A site level analysis is necessary to identify specific possibilities and barriers

› With extra effort it is possible to derive energy and material balances

› MIDDEN is now widely used and has full support of industry organisations



Why this cluster 
study in MIDDEN?

› Missing elements: important 
industry with low scope 1

› Utilities: mapping
dependencies on CHP and
industrial gases

› How do these dependencies
influence decarbonisation?

› What is the plausible future, 
given this cluster situation?

› How does that relate to local
and national ambitions?
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Total scope 1 CO2 emissions of the companies in this report of 
13,882 kton in 2019 and their shares (NEa, 2019)



› Quantify the relevant material and energy inputs and outputs for
each site: based on existing MIDDEN reports, literature and ER 
data, including most of the crucial flows between sites 

› 10 interviews, checking current flows and future plans

› Make our own plausible extrapolation for 2030, based on cluster 
technology initiatives, CES and SDE++ application trends

› Develop a datatool for analysing alternative cluster configurations, 
energy and infrastructure requirements

What did we do?
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Dataset with energy and materials balances
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Dependencies: steam
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Dependencies: steam
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› Hydrogen:
– Air Products to Exxon; Air Liquide to BP, Neste, Ducor, etc.

› CO and syngas:
– Air Liquide to Huntsman, Lyondell, Exxon ROP

› Oxygen:
– Air Products to Lyondell, also needed for ATR’s, Shell Gasifier, Exxon RPP PAN, 

Shin Etsu VCM 

Dependencies: gases
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Dependencies: chlorine cluster
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Preferred technologies
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› SMR and gasifier hydrogen production: CCS on the pure output flow

› Main refinery furnaces: reroute and convert fuel gases in blue 
hydrogen (H-vision first phase)

› Electrification: Mainly E-boilers, and some electric drives for steam
driven compressors. 

› Energy efficiency: several projects on optimising heat flows and
further waste heat use



Preferred technologies scope 1
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› SMR and gasifier hydrogen production: CCS on the pure output flow

› Main refinery furnaces: reroute and convert fuel gases in blue 
hydrogen (H-vision first phase)

› Electrification: Mainly E-boilers, and some electric drives for steam
driven compressors.

› Energy efficiency: several projects on optimising heat flows and
some further waste heat use

>>new cluster dependencies



Other technologies
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› Shell Pernis: a new 820 kton biofuels plant, aimed to replace fossil

› Waste based jet fuel project Enerkem/Shell 80 kton (where?)
› Electrolysers on the Maasvlakte: Air Liquide (10-100 MW), Nobian/BP 

(250 MW), Shell (200 MW), Uniper (100 MW)

› Electrification: one heat pump (MVR) feasibility study mentioned

› CCS: one post combustion capture experiment mentioned

› Circularity and biobased feedstocks: experiments mentioned

› Unrevealed projects (!!): PM



2030 cluster observations
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› Additional energy for CCS solutions and gas transport increase
natural gas and electricity consumption

› New processes are additions, not replacements. There is a strong 
tendency to maintain the existing core cluster setup. This requires
doubling/hybrid infrastructure.

› AP and AL have to follow refinery and chemical industry demand for
gases and steam. They have the largest challenges in technology
and infrastructure choices: green or blue H2, waste/biogasification
for CO and syngas, E-boilers, CCS. Competition blocks coordination

› The chlorine cluster is not driven to alter its processes and relies on 
carbon neutral steam and power supply.

› Inadequate coordination in expanding and optimising heat grids



Beyond 2030 requirements
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› For future fuel and feedstock supply, Rotterdam’s main focus remains
on imports: either biobased or waste based, or E-fuels like hydrogen, 
ammonia and methanol.

› Residual carbon containing flows will remain substantial, and
combustion emissions have to be dealt with. This is not yet on the
agenda. Same for chemical process related emissions. (more CCS?)

› CHP’s have to convert to (or be replaced by) flexible low carbon 
generators to supply reliable baseload

› CCS use will continue, and the cluster will also be the logical place
for large scale BECCS, to form a CO2 sink



Final cluster observations
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› Botlek/Pernis can be the main NL showcase for successful transition
due to its diversity and infrastructure advantages

› There is a clear inclination to maintain current industrial processes and
cluster dependencies, and decarbonise utilities

› There are large cluster opportunities, but no master plans for heat and
steam optimisation, competition requirements may become an obstacle

› There may be more opportunities to address residual carbon containing
flows in a cluster setting

› There are no clear plans for local baseload electricity supply for full 
electrification scenarios, and on flexible demand potentials



Thanks for your attention. Questions?
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middenweb.nl

› https://www.pbl.nl/en/middenweb

› tonvandril@live.nl

https://www.pbl.nl/en/middenweb
mailto:tonvandril@live.nl


Datatool: main options adjustable for analysis
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› Announced plans, plus tentative extras up to 2030

› CCS: current Porthos initiative, H-vision initiative, plus some extra 
post combustion CCS for sites with specific furnaces (AL/AP, 
refineries, AVR, Cabot, Shin-etsu, Tronox) up to 5.2 Mton

› E-boilers: currently announced/requested capacity is 200 MW, extras
assumed 400 MW plus extra electricity for E-boilers and CCS 
delivered by mix of 70% renewables and 30% gas.

› Extra heat for CCS and deficit in blue H2 compared to refinery gas 
provided by natural gas.

› 75 MW steam in compressors electrified and some minor electric
heat pump projects

2030 tentative calculations
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CO2 / Steam / Electricity 2030
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Natural gas 2030
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Residual gas and hydrogen 2030
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